How to Prevent Skewing

Any product that rolls on a tube or roller has a potential to skew. All shades are checked for skewing at the time of inspection. The factory will shim the roller if necessary to assure your shades are rolling straight.

When installing, make sure the brackets are level. If the brackets are off by even as little as 1/8”, skewing can occur.

If skewing occurs after installing the shade, please follow these instructions:

Lower the shade all the way down until you see where the material is attached to the tube or roller.

Gently grasp the very top, back fabric directly below the headrail on the side that needs adjustment. Pull the fabric to the side of the shade. Do not pull the netting if possible. Apply the amount of pressure needed to get the fabric to slide in the back of the headrail. Repeat on the side needed until front and back fabrics are aligned.